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PRESS RELEASE - Söderköping, January 2012 

New remote controlled HTC grinder for maximum efficiency 

HTC is celebrating its 20th anniversary as a supplier of grinding machines and in 
connection with this, the remote controlled grinding machine HTC 800 RX is 
being launched. The HTC 800 RX uses the same reliable technology as the larger 
HTC 950 RX and it is similarly equipped, with a battery and an extra wheel for 
transport. The HTC 800 RX, just like the HTC 950 RX, is a powerful and 
efficient machine. In addition, the machine's width of 860 mm means it can pass 
through all standard doors. 
 
The remote control makes the machine very easy to use and it minimises the risks for work 
related injuries. Without interrupting the grinding, the operator can also handle telephone calls, 
the dust extractor and other surfaces on the premises, which doubles the capacity. Moreover, 
the HTC 800 RX is equipped with HTC's patented and well-known drive system, with 2-year 
warranty. Furthermore, it is equipped as standard with: MCS™, floating cover, integrated 
weight system, EZchange™ and it has a foldable handle that facilitates grinding in cramped 
spaces. 
 
MCS™ (Mist Cooler System) 
A small detail that makes a huge difference. The HTC 800 RX is equipped with the unique 
MCS™, which cools the tools and maintains their sharpness over time. This is decisive on 
hard floors where some tools can "glaze". With MCS™ you obtain the maximum performance 
from your tools with perfect stripping and up to 30% longer service life for your tools.  
 
Floating cover 
Together with the dust extractor HTC 80 iD, the floating cover prevents the dust from 
spreading in the building. The floating cover can also improve the tools performance further, 
since the tools can work without needing to plough through the dust on the floor. 
 
Total solution 
Together with the existing grinding machines HTC 1500 ixT, HTC 950 RX, HTC 650 RX as 
well as the recently launched dust extractor HTC 80 iD, HTC is now the first supplier in the 
world to offer a unique industrialised concept for floor grinding. 
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For more information about HTC 800 RX, please visit www.htc-
floorsystems.com/HTC800RX. 
 
Contact 
Richard Larsson, Sales Manager, HTC Sweden AB, Tel: +46 121- 294 00 
www.htc-floorsystems.com 

 
 

About HTC Sweden AB 
HTC Sweden is a fast growing company that was founded in 1987 by Håkan and Gunn Thysell. In 1992 HTC 
Sweden launched a patent pending system for grinding concrete. Today HTC is the market leader within diamond-
based floor grinding and cleaning. HTC has developed unique floor solutions within polished concrete, e.g HTC 
Superfloor™ and 2005 was the unique diamond cleaning system Twister™ introduced globally in over 60 countries.  
 
 
The head office along with production and product development is located in Söderköping. Subsidiaries operate in 
USA, Germany, England and France. 3i group are minority owners in HTC since August 2006. 3i is a world leader  
in private equity and venture capital and focuses on investing minority stakes in high growth companies expanding 
organically or through acquisition 


